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WHY ARE HEADLINES IMPORTANT?Research tells us that people read headlines about
FOUR TIMES MORE OFTEN than they read body copy. Yet many writers—myself included—
spend much more time agonizing over the story than the title.WHAT MAKES THIS BOOK
SPECIAL?This 2,100-word report offers lots of feature story and headline approaches to (1)
students having trouble coming up with a theme heading, (2) business leaders looking for new
ways to present their products, and (3) both editorial and advertising professionals for
newspapers and magazines.WHO SHOULD BUY IT?I can't answer for you, but as a writer I
need new ideas all the time, new ways to present material. This "headline helper" gives me new
approaches to familiar themes.WHAT WILL I FIND IN THIS REPORT?Among headline types
discussed:= Make a rhyme= The long list= How to= Real reason= What if

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Didi and DadaFRIENDS FOREVER
AMICI PER SEMPREBy Maria Alaimo CinquemaniAuthorHouseCopyright © 2012Maria Alaimo
CinquemaniAll right reserved.Chapter OneThere once was Didi, a little blue dinosaur.C'era una
volta Didi, un piccolo dinosauro blu.He lived in a little red house.Viveva in una piccola casa
rossa.He was lonely, wished he had a friend. He went out to look for one.Didi si sentiva solo,
desiderava tanto un amico. Ando' fuori alla ricerca di un amico.Near the lake between the tall
trees, Didi met Dada, a little green dinosaur.Vicino il lago, tra gli alti alberi, Didi incontra Dada, un
piccolo dinosauro verde.Didi and Dada became best friends. They started to play together.Didi e
Dada diventarono subito amici. Giocavano sempre insieme.They played under the
sun,Giocavano sotto il sole,in the rain,con la pioggia,and in the snow.e anche con la neve.
(Continues...)Excerpted from Didi and Dadaby Maria Alaimo Cinquemani Copyright © 2012 by
Maria Alaimo Cinquemani. Excerpted by permission of AuthorHouse. All rights reserved. No part
of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the
publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this
web site.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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SELL WITH HEADLINES51 ways to highlight your story or ad© Copyright 2013 Rix Quinn
Communications LLCPhone 817-920-7999All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form, except brief excerpts for the purpose of review, without written
permission from the publisher.#######This is a book of opinions about headlines and writing. It
is not a substitute for counsel of professional services. The publisher and editors disclaim all
liability resulting from the use of the information in this book.Table of ContentsIntroduction1 –
Persuasive words2 – Headings as advertisements3 – 51 ways to showcase your story4 – Four
postscripts on the headlineAbout the AuthorIntroductionSuppose you pick up the paper
tomorrow and see this headline: “Police begin campaign to run down jaywalkers.”Heck, I’ll scan
this story just to see if they’ve run over any of my friends! But wait, maybe the article means
something else. Ah, yes, perhaps the police just want to ticket these folks!But guess what? I’m
already into the story. Like a giant vacuum, that weird headline sucked me right into the first
paragraph. Because, like a vacuum, I’m looking for dirt! OK, maybe not dirt. But for gossip, or
strange news, or stuff nobody else knows.Following are some more wild headlines. (I believe
they’re real. Many were sent to me by e-mail.) If you saw these unusual nuggets, would you read
the story that followed?Panda mating fails; veterinarian takes overTeacher strikes idle
kidsDealers will hear car talk at noonIf strike isn’t settled quickly, it may last awhileCold wave
linked to temperaturesTwo sisters reunite after 18 years at checkout counterRed tape holds up
new bridgesSquad helps dog bite victimNew study of obesity looks for larger test groupHeadline
sources: various papers, www.slinkycity.comResearch tells us that people read headlines about
four times more often than they read body copy. Yet many writers—myself included—spend
much more time agonizing over the story than the title.Did you notice something else about
these titles? All of them are slightly incongruous. They just don’t quite make sense. That’s what
forces us to read more.
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with a jaw-dropping twist Shattered Cradle (Makarova Bratva Book 2) My Evil Mother: A Short
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nymphet, “Very very very good!. Awesome organization and explanation. To the point!I learned a
lot! Totally my kind of book. No fluff straight business!”

The book by Rix Quinn has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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